Mrs Byrne, TA support Mrs Pierson, Mrs Barnby, Miss Collins teaching Music.

Geography and Art: We will be studying the work of artist LS Lowry. They will English: The term will start with work on Biographies. Children will read examples

respond to work using mixed media and collage. As Lowry’s work featured of Biographies about Sports Personalities and about LS Lowry. They will write their
industrial landscapes of Northern UK cities, we will link this work to a study of own Biography based upon research about Lowry. In the second part of term,
cities and will compare Manchester to Exeter. The children will have the chance children will look at the historical text ‘Beowulf’ and will make links to work in

to complete Geographical field studies and will compare urban and rural History. Children will continue to develop their use of grammar terms when
environments.

discussing texts they have read and when composing and editing their own writing.

History: In the second part of the term pupils will think about Anglo-Saxons and Maths: Children will continue to follow the Primary Curriculum for Mathematics.

their impact upon Britain today. They will make links to work on ‘The Romans In They will have regular chances to complete investigational work where they will be
Britain’ completed in the Autumn term.

expected to draw on a range of mathematical knowledge and skills. Children will

RE: We will be following a unit called ‘Religion and the Individual’ which develop mental Maths skills and will be taught more formal written methods (such
as column addition) at stages appropriate to their individual abilities.
touches upon Christianity, Judaism, Sikhism, Islam and Buddhism.

Science: The children will learn about Electricity in the first part of term and will Computing: Children will develop Digital Literacy by learning about effective
develop their investigation skills; thinking about fair testing.

searches; thinking about trustworthy sources and having specific sessions about safe

DT: Pupils will design and create structures as they work towards making their internet use. They will use the internet to search for information to support their
Biography work in English and will use software such as Publisher and Power-point
own model of a Saxon round house.
to present information.

Music: Music sessions will be taught by Miss Collins. Pupils will be taught to read PE: Children will develop strength, flexibility and balance in Gymnastics. They will
and use musical notation when playing percussion instruments. They will also learn about team work, defending and attacking strategies in Tag Rugby.
develop recorder playing skills as part of an ensemble.

